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Abbreviations used in this poster:
DoT=Participation and Theater, DHH=Deaf and hard-of-hearing, PAL=Participation for
all?, STS=Swedish Sign Language.

Background
DHH people are reported to experience diffuse restrictions, reservations and formulations
regarding interpretation services in Sweden (Ds 2016:7). This ongoing study focuses on the
specific issue of the nature of social practices where STS interpretation services are
involved and how these intersect with accessibility and participation for DHH people in
Sweden. Data from the Swedish Research Council project PAL and the Arts Council
project DoT are drawn upon. Broadly, PAL focuses upon the school and post-school
trajectories of DHH people and DoT on expanding the outreach of DHH people in
cultural spaces in Sweden. Taking both a sociocultural perspective and a decolonial
framework on human communication, learning and identity, DHH individuals’ life
pathways and participation issues are mapped through an ethnographic approach in these
projects.

About the Swedish interpretation service
This service can be categorized into four areas:
1. In everyday life (i.e. for leisure time activities, visits to health care, meetings with bank
offices, and a few types of general meetings in the workplace, etc.).
2. In educational contexts (primarily in higher education and folk high schools).
3. In working life (for meetings, seminars, conferences, courses for further training, etc.).
4. Video relay interpretation.
• Different authorities and principal organizers responsible for hiring and financing; limits
resource-efficient services of high quality.
• Complex system that is difficult to navigate and unpredictable for end users.
• County councils responsible for services related to everyday life situations.
• Employer's have principal responsibility for services related to working life.

Ethnographic case studies (PAL & DoT)
• PAL: 25 DHH individuals aged 18-45; DoT: over 25 DHH individuals.
• Diverse backgrounds (in terms of gender, immigrant status, additional disabilities, sexual
orientation, etc.).
• Diverse educational backgrounds (school leaving certificates to higher education degrees).
• Both employed and unemployed.
• Diverse family compositions (deaf/hearing parents; live alone/with partners and/or children).
• Four cases - Amanda, Bettina, Hassan and Robert - used as illustrative examples.

Results: three overarching themes
PAL and DoT DHH individuals’ lives are constantly marked by interpretation service issues.
Three overarching (and overlapping) themes emerge in the analysis:

Theme I: "A circus of interpretation policies"*,**
The interpretation services are defined from a disability perspective, not from a linguistic
minority perspective.
• County councils’ responsibilities for interpretation services in everyday life builds upon a
healthcare perspective - DHH interpreter users regarded as patients.
• Interpretation services viewed as an issue only for DHH individuals rather than hearing
people who do not know STS.
• DHH individuals - viewed as "passive patients" rather than possible "active providers or
users" of a service.
• Responsibility for interpreter costs falls on employers when DHH individuals are themselves
employers and/or become active participants/leaders in work-spaces.

Theme II: Tensions in service provision: facilitative and
obstructive dimensions
Interpretation services are multifaceted: facilitative when e.g. DHH people listen to a public
lecture via interpreters; and obstructive e.g. due to administrative issues.
Facilitative dimensions
Important issues for accessibility or participation include:
• Interpreter’s skills, experience and knowledge.
• Access to "designated interpreters" (i.e. interpreters with skills for specific activities/work
contexts).
• Interpreters positioning and embodiment (i.e. visibility dimensions that does not disrupt
access to contextual cues).
• Interpreters' support interactional participation (i.e. creating turn-taking opportunities for
DHH individuals).
• Dual interpreter-teams that support nuances of the communicative task.

Illistrative examples
Theme I: hearing status as (dis)qualifier
Despite his university degree and experiences as a deaf association leader, a disability
perspective disqualified Hassan from a receptionist position at the interpretation service
office. The county council claimed that only a hearing individual was capable of handling
interpreter bookings. Hassan was not even selected for an interview, despite the fact that
he is capable of using a range of digital booking techniques (e.g.video telephone, e-mail,
booking platform), and the majority of bookings are from deaf individuals themselves.
Hassan has currently an ongoing discriminatory court case against the county council.
Robert’s registered private company (where only DHH individuals work) is likewise
disqualified by the county council from providing services to DHH and/or hearing elderly
individuals with the argument that hearing relatives cannot “ring in and talk” with any
company personnel. Robert has recently closed down his company.

Obstructive dimensions
Obstructive issues for participation include:
• Diffuse regulations regarding responsibilities for engaging interpreters.
• DHH individuals responsibilities for their own participation in hearing contexts (interpreters
not likely to be present otherwise).
• Highly time-consuming nature of engaging interpreters (booking, scheduling, checking,
informing, preparing, etc.).
• Consequences of preparation expectations: limited space for improvisation and shifts.
• Interpreters - more ready and prepared to interpret spoken language into sign language.

Theme III: Non-professional participant communication
mediation
Communication mediation between DHH and hearing individuals who do not know STS
occurs in a variety of ways and constellations. Two common dimensions are:
(i) The nature of interpretation provision across institutional/home spaces varies and ranges
from:
• “in-house” engagement of qualified interpreters who are employed by the organization/local
government agency/school/etc.
• engagement of DHH or hearing individuals who can talk orally and happen to know some
level of STS.
• close associate/relative of DHH individuals who voluntarily interprets when the ordered
interpreters are not provided.
(2) Non-professional stances of interpreters (i.e. bringing in private details of end users in
public spaces with the DHH individuals or their colleagues/relatives).

Theme II: Designated interpreters and embodiment
Amanda is an active sportswoman at elite level within deaf sports. Some physical ailment
necessitated her training with a personal trainer. She was most of the time allocated the
same interpreter, who had considerable knowledge about training concepts in gym
activities. This interpreter could provide adequate support and communicate what the
trainer wanted Amanda to do. She also skillfully used space, tools and embodiment tactics
like following Amanda’s movements and signing in her field of vision. This was in contrast
with a second, lesser skilled, interpreter who was sometimes provided.

Theme II: DHH individuals’ responsibilities for their own participation in hearing contexts
As a a delegate representing the national youth deaf association, Hassan participated in a
meeting with the Ministry of Employment. The meeting agenda was to discuss issues
related to the interpretation services in the Swedish labor market. Although the Swedish
Administrative Procedure Act (2017:900, §13) states that authorities should use
interpreters when required, no interpreters had been ordered, despite the fact that the
Ministry had scheduled a meeting with delegates from the deaf associations.

Discusssion and key findings
A number of tensions that facilitate or obstruct DHH individuals participation across
settings have emerged in this on-going study.
• DHH individuals’ reflections on issues of access are multifaced, but are seldom asked
for by authorities.
• Although DHH individuals get treated as patients, they are simultaneously tasked with
providing information, preparing, and organizing activities where they need interpreters,
thereby making them active customers of the interpretation services.
• This contradictory treatment of DHH individuals builds upon an unequal power
relationship that positions them in passive roles with limited, if any, possibilities to
impact the interpreter services, while having major responsibility for its smooth
functioning.
• Interpretation services requires DHH individuals in their roles both as citizens and as
employers, to be active and well-informed about rules and regulations.
• “Language shaming” (Piller 2017) ideologies in place - STS gets positioned as (i)
subordinate, (ii) an issue for "disabled" (DHH), (iii) about “their” passive participation
and access in “mainstream” activities rather than DHH individuals active role as
members of society.
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Theme II: Highly time-consuming nature of engaging interpreters
Hassan and three other deaf association delegates participated at a Swedish political event.
Several interpreters were booked with the aim of giving different associations’
representatives access to the wide range of seminars, lectures, workshops, etc. However,
the DHH individuals’ participation had to be scheduled in detail so that the interpreters
would know where they were required, and during what time-slots. Hassan and the other
representatives had to both negotiate and schedule which seminars etc. they could chose
and inform the interpreters a day in advance since the number of interpreters could not
cover all their interests. Making these decisions and sending their choices to the
interpreters took about 1.5-2 hours every night. All four cases we follow in this study
highlight the amount of time that they spend to order interpreters, including the fact that
interpreters are generally not granted for everyday life activities. Robert often skips
activities like housing society meetings, general information meetings and public activities
since he does not get access to interpreters.

Theme II: Dual interpreter-teams supporting nuances and turn-taking
During a work-place video conference meeting a dual interpreter-team provided nuanced
information to Amanda. While one interpreter mediated the meaning, the second took a
closer look at the screen and signed indicating that it was the person in the center of the
screen who was speaking; this was accomplished through lesser distinct hand movements
and at a lower visual access level, possibly indicating a comment, rather than an
interpretation. Later, the same interpreter indicated that Amanda could start signing while
the first interpreter was mediating what another participant had just said. Such strategies
are routine in the PAL data.

Theme II: Interpreters - more ready and prepared to interpret spoken language into sign
language, rather than the other way round
Amanda participated in a conference where the majority of participants were hearing
individuals who did not know STS. During the lunch break, Amanda sat at a table with
one interpreter in front of her, and two non-STS knowledgeable hearing participants next
to them. When Amanda was silent and listened to the hearing participants, the
conversation was interpreted, but when she actively wished to contribute to the
conversation, she first had to get the interpreter’s attention to enable her own active
communication. The interpreter's gaze wandered around in the room, she fiddled with her
things, etc., and Amanda had to repeatedly and actively draw the interpreter's attention to
herself in order to be interpreted.

